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Cannabi(zz)

Our booking is already in full swing.
And since we expect, again , an increase 
in interest and audience numbers this
year, you should not hesitate and secure 
your place at the Cannabizz.

You will find all the information needed 
and packages tailored to your needs on

cannabizz.pl/en/exhibitor-registration/

The cannabis industry is experiencing a noticeable up-

swing in recent years. Helping it to continue expanding 

and provide all cannabis companies the best possible 

platform to showcase themselves and their products 

in the East-Central Europe countries, we will open the 

doors for this years European cannabis fair in Warsaw, 

on the last weekend of November.

The biggest cannabis event in Poland will continue the 

avalanche of transformations, with which we will keep 

changing the history of Poland and the whole East- 

Central Europe.

Therefore, we would like to proudly invite you to the 

Cannabizz. Do not miss this unique opportunity!



Warsaw is the biggest city 

in East-Central Europe.

With its almost 2 million  

inhabitants and 1-2 million 

living nearby, it is the larg-

est city in Poland.

Poland is the 8th biggest European country.

With its 40 million people it is a huge market,  

a market which is changing and developing fast.

Massive investments from local but mostly Eu-

ropean authorities were used to construct and 

build a modern infrastructure.

Many of you tried to do business in Russia and 

experienced the difficulties and instability.

Poland is the ideal bridge to conquer Russian markets.

From North of Poland exports go to Scandinavian countries too. 

Medical cannabis, decriminalization, recreational use and legalization, are current topics, like in all other European countries.
It is surprising but Poland was the last relevant European country without an cannabis fair. Despite conservative reputations, there are re-markable factors, like low VAT taxes on seeds and fertilizers.

Amsterdam
Belgrad 
Berlin
Budapest

Hamburg
Kiev
Krakau
Ljubljana

Minsk
München
Prag
Sofia

Venedig
Vienna 
Zagreb
Zürich

Just two hours by plane

Warsaw
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entry foyer expo hall

Conference
We invite all visitors to the accompanying conference of the Cannabizz fair.

The conference will be divided into three main thematic blocks:

• the possibilities of industrial use of hemp
• medical cannabis use
• the social aspect

We welcome all visitors, interested in learning more about the various 

aspects of cannabis use.

On the conference we will appeal to research, experience and legal  

aspects of cannabis use of scientist, experts, politicians and of 

course, cannabis patients.
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over 10.000 m²

four restrooms
Global Expo Warsaw

The unique joint venture of Polish, 
Czech and German companies and ex-
perts will guarantee the coverage not 
only of Poland but the whole Central 
Europe. We are aware of the unique 
opportunity and our ambitions are 
clear: the potential is to make the 
make biggest European show!

parkinglot in front 

of the hall

The expo will take place in modern 
building known for expos and pub-
lic markets. Its over 10000m2 floor 
space and side facilities are promising 
enough space for a nice and success-
ful show.

The professional team behind Can-
nabizz, consisting of experienced Ex-
hibition planners (with over 20 years 
of experience), guarantees that both 
exhibitors and an enthusiastic audi-
ence will enjoy this event.
At least as important as the expertise 
in trade fair planning, we also bring 
specific branch knowledge and an ex-
cellent reputation as a reliable service 
provider.
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info@cannabizz.pl 

Join us for  
Cannabizz Warsaw


